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**Abstract:**
The purpose of this article is to challenge employers to make the best use of the latent potential of their part-time student workforce and to retain this talent post-graduation. The authors report research which shows that increasing numbers of university students are working part-time alongside their degree studies, while at the same time businesses are becoming more explicit about their requirements for graduate entrants, specifying a range of traits, behaviours and soft skills. The authors argue that this developing scenario affords an opportunity for university students working part-time to develop skills and business-related knowledge that are desirable to their respective employers in the longer term. However, the desire to nurture and retain those individuals on graduation appears to be lacking.
This paper concludes by challenging both employers and students to embrace a longer-term perspective for their mutual benefit.
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A growing number of university students in the UK now work part-time alongside their degree studies (UCAS, 2011). This trend is primarily attributable to financial needs (Richardson et al., 2009), exacerbated by increases in university tuition fees (Boyce and Stone, 2015). Yet this focus on earning while learning in order to survive the financial hardship associated with a period of university study seemingly overlooks the substantial opportunities afforded by the part-time work undertaken. Although these students may well be developing the knowledge, skills and behaviours demanded by employers (Pan and Lee, 2011), the opportunity to keep hold of, nurture and develop them post-graduation is apparently being largely ignored by most employing organizations, so that the graduates pursue careers elsewhere, taking with them valuable organizational experience (Evans et al., 2014). This paper therefore seeks to challenge businesses to make the best use of the latent potential of their part-time student workforce and to retain this talent post-graduation.

**Students’ part-time work activities**

Nearly 80% of the UK’s students work part-time alongside their full-time degree studies (Boyce and Stone, 2015). As noted, the main motivation for undertaking this work is financial, as students seek to offset tuition fees and living costs (Richardson et al., 2009; NUS, 2009). However, several studies have highlighted substantial non-financial benefits. In particular, part-time work allows students to gain insight into a job or career (Patton, 2001), become orientated to the world of work (Billet and Ovens, 2007) and, perhaps more importantly, develop the transferable skills (Holloway, 2001) that will be useful for their studies and of value to prospective employers (Wignall, 2007).
Employers’ needs

While destination data indicate that more than 71% of UK graduates are in employment six months after graduation (Prospects and AGCAS, 2015), there is still debate in the UK and elsewhere on the extent to which higher education is adequately fulfilling its role of delivering industry-ready graduates to the employment market (see, for example, Boden and Nedeva, 2010; Shafie and Nayan, 2010). While university league tables depict a range of graduate prospects from 88.3% down to 44.6% (Complete University Guide, 2016), it is increasingly evident that degree-specific knowledge is insufficient to meet the needs of many employers (Wilton, 2011; Yorke, 2004). With the exception of medicine and some other professions, the degree discipline is largely irrelevant to gaining graduate employment (Complete University Guide, 2016; Raybould and Sheedy, 2005).

However, businesses are becoming increasingly explicit about their requirements for graduate entrants, with graduates needing a range of traits, behaviours and soft skills, such as problem-solving, effective communication, team-working, etc (see Evans et al., 2015). In addition, the 21st Century Leaders Report (CMI et al., 2014) states that employers need graduates to be able to make an effective contribution to the business from the commencement of their employment. This is particularly the case for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which must justify any investment in graduate employment as quickly as possible given their limited resources (Heaton et al., 2008). Consequently, employers, and especially SMEs, are seeking individuals with some form of work experience (High Fliers, 2016) who can thus demonstrate a broader range of work-related transferable skills.

A perfect match?

Wherever students are working part-time while studying, they have the potential to develop useful customer-facing experience and key transferable skills. At the same time, employers are seeking graduates with work experience who are able to undertake a role competently with minimal supervision and training. Thus it seems that the potential for a perfect match is emerging: companies can recruit graduates who have already acquired relevant business experience and firm cultural
knowledge and who have developed some transferable skills which will make an immediate contribution at a lower investment in terms of money and induction time.

This approach can also remove the uncertainty associated with employing an unknown individual through a conventional recruitment process, as a relationship will have been developed with the graduate over a sustained period of part-time employment. Furthermore, students can gain leverage on the corporate ladder, which can remove the anxieties associated with applying for positions post-graduation and the uncertainties of developing a career pathway with limited organizational understanding.

**A perceived transient relationship?**

Richardson et al. (2009) find that university students typically work in the retail and hospitality sectors. While 12.1% of graduates find work in those sectors on completion of their degree (Prospects and AGCAS, 2015), Evans et al. (2014) found a lack of drive on the part of employers in retail and hospitality to retain the students who had worked part-time in their organization once they had graduated. In particular, Evans et al. (2014) describe one student’s experience of working in a retail store while studying for a Business Management degree. Here, according to the student, there seemed to be an acceptance that students would leave to fulfil their career aspirations elsewhere. In order to pursue permanent, graduate management positions in the organization, the initiative would have to be taken by the individual student, without encouragement from the employer. Evans *et al.* (2014) also highlight the experience of another student, who found out about his employer’s graduate development scheme only by accident when perusing the company magazine. Again, this individual confirmed that there was an expectation that students working part-time in the company would leave the organization once they graduated and it was therefore not considered worthwhile to make an effort to keep them. He felt this attitude was exacerbated because managers were frequently moved from store to store and therefore viewed staff solely as short-term resources to be used during their period in a particular store.
Failing to encourage students who are working part-time to remain and develop their career in the organization after graduation seems to be a wasted opportunity for both the organization and the individual. A graduate with grass-roots level experience, already embedded in the company’s culture, will have acquired knowledge capital of the business and its operational processes and thus will require a reduced period of induction and familiarization. Thus the business gains a quicker return on its investment, since recruitment and initial training costs are reduced, as is the uncertainty associated with recruiting a relatively unknown outside candidate (Ashton and Morton, 2005).

**A change of emphasis – seizing the readily-available talent**

Scott and Revis (2008) recognize the need to manage graduate talent in the hospitality sector, noting in particular the goodness of fit between graduates and the talent required by the industry. However, talent management requires that organizations manage their human assets over the long term (Salkey, 2005). According to the UK’s Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD, 2014), talent management is an all-embracing concept, which is concerned with planning, attracting, developing, retaining and evaluating talented individuals to meet the long-term objectives of the business. It is the adoption of a long-term perspective that will help organizations to move away from the notion that the relationship with student workers is a transient one and that, on the contrary, those individuals can actually support and drive strategic goals.

We do not refer here simply to staff retention, but rather to graduate retention and career progression. There is a clear opportunity to retain student workers in the organization on graduation, but it requires encouragement and incentives from the company. For example, if there is a ceiling or other limitation on progression associated with the job (as may be the case in bar work), then a progression plan will have to be created to attract the graduate.

While SMEs might not be able to match larger companies in their salary offer to graduates, Torrington et al. (2014) emphasize the importance of training and development as a strategy for retaining staff. As Garrow and Hirsh (2008) highlight, talent management forces organizations to ask what the development outcomes should be for individuals who have the potential to achieve in the
organization. Here, SMEs can offer a bespoke and individualized training and development programme, with a greater breadth of experience – something that could be attractive to graduates seeking a career pathway.

Similarly, there is also a need for the students/graduates to push for opportunities to build on, and sell, their organizational experience, so they are perceived as worth retaining for the long term. This is becoming especially significant as graduate employment opportunities become increasingly competitive (Levy and Strick, 2016).

Conclusion

Organizations in the retail and hospitality sectors make substantial use of students to resource core operations. There is obvious potential for many more organizations to recruit undergraduate students to work part-time. Students constitute an inexpensive and flexible workforce and can offer skills and creative thinking that may benefit their employer. On the other hand, there is limited formal identification of the potential graduate leadership and management talent that might be recruited on a full-time basis from this transient part-time workforce.

Given a reasonable period of working part-time in an organization, students will develop key transferable skills sought by employers, combining the knowledge and skills developed through their chosen course with those developed (along with cultural understanding) in the employing organization. This combination can serve as an excellent grounding for moving into a graduate position to the benefit of both organization and the individual.

There are several ways in which universities and organizations can collaborate to make this seamless transition between study and employment a reality. While most courses ‘allow’ students to work part-time in their own time, many now include an option to undertake some form of work-based study, gaining academic credit for projects undertaken in an organizational context (whether paid or unpaid). Foundation Degrees are an obvious example of this approach, and many sandwich courses include the traditional one-year placement, usually between the second and third years of the degree programme. In addition, recent UK government initiatives to strengthen Graduate Apprenticeships
have recognized the potential benefits of ‘earn as you learn’ for both undergraduate and employer. Perhaps now businesses, especially SMEs, need to take the initiative by recruiting university students to work part-time during their degree period, with a view to offering them a permanent position on graduation. This requires a longer-term perspective from both employers and individual students than is currently typical. The challenge ultimately, however, comes back to the employer to make the most of the resource at their disposal – a work-seasoned graduate who can contribute immediately on full-time appointment, providing relevant skills and sector experience.

Nonetheless, not all jobs done on a part-time basis as a student will appeal on graduation, particularly for those graduates who wish to pursue specific professional occupations, such as law or medicine. This is especially true for the health profession, which accounts for nearly 15% of graduate leavers (Prospects and AGCAS, 2015).

In sum, we believe that both students and employers need to consider a more strategic approach to student part-time working and how it might benefit both the business and the student worker in the long term. Academic research to date on students’ part-time working has focused mainly on motivations and on the impact on academic studies. How graduate career aspirations derived from part-time working potentially mesh with the needs of business requires further exploration. In particular, research regarding the attractiveness of jobs to graduates and what strategies employers might adopt to retain student workers on graduation would contribute to the growing literature on how higher education can meet the skills needs of business.
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